Abstract:
What are the genetic and cultural influences on our population trajectory?
Human wellbeing and population change turn on the relationship between humans and
resources. How did that relationship evolve as human hunter-gatherers made the transition to
farming, and then to industry? How did demography and resources shape – and respond to –
culture? How is this interaction reflected in today’s human genetic diversity? What important
lessons does history provide that inform our future choices and decisions on a crowded planet?
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7 Billion and You is a series of free public lectures and discussions by
leading thinkers on the patterns, processes and prognosis for a planet
housing 7 billion humans and counting. It is hosted by the Human
Evolutionary Studies Program in cooperation with Continuing Studies
in Science and Environment at Simon Fraser University. For details on
all of the lectures visit (www.sfu.ca/cstudies/science/projects.php). All
of the lectures will be recorded and available on the website. For more
information, contact: lauriew@sfu.ca

Sponsors:
Faculty of Environment, SFU
Faculty of Science, SFU
Human Evolutionary Studies Program, SFU
David and Cecilia Ting Endowment, Lifelong Learning, SFU

Reservations:
As seating is limited, reservations are recommended: www.sfu.ca/reserve

Upcoming Lectures:
Ethics and the Seven Billion, Dr. Christine Overall, Philosophy, Queen’s University, Feb 21
The Economics of the Seven Billion, Dr. Nicolas Eberstadt, American Enterprise Institute, Washington, DC, Feb 28
Resources and the Seven Billion, Dr. William Rees, Population Ecology, UBC, Mar 7